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Objectives

• Understanding the Problem (Plagiarism)

• What is Plagiarism

• Motivations/Pressures for Plagiarism

• How to Avoid (prevent) Plagiarism

• Why Students or authors Plagiarize

• Sources of Online Plagiarism

• Cheating in the Digital Age

• How Faculty Detect Plagiarized Papers

• Methods of Detecting Plagiarism

• Real-Life Examples of Plagiarism  

• Discussion



Plagiarism is…

–“Plagiarism is using others' ideas and 
words without clearly acknowledging 
the source of that information.” 
(Indiana U, 2003)



TWO TYPES OF PLAGIARISM

Intentional
 Copying a friend's 

work

 Buying or borrowing 
papers

 Cutting and pasting 
blocks of text

 Media "borrowing"
without 
documentation

Unintentional
 Careless paraphrasing

 Poor documentation

 Quoting excessively

 Failure to use your own 
voice



Understanding the Problem

• McCabe Report (Rutgers University):

– Cheating is widespread.

– Students find it easy to rationalize cheating.

– The Internet is raising new questions.

– Students feel that many teachers ignore cheating, at 
least on occasion.

– Students cheat for a variety of reasons.

• See Handout (Statistics regarding plagiarism)

PlagiarismStatistics.doc


Statistical Overview

70%

15%

15%

Do Not Cheat

Will Always Try

May Be Swayed

• Some students will never 
cheat

• Some students will 
always try to cheat.

• The majority of students 
may choose to cheat 
when they see others 
doing so, or for other 
various reasons. These 
are the students likely 
most affected by the 
high availability of web-
based resources for 
cheating.



Motivations/Pressures for Plagiarism

• Why do students plagiarize?

– Poor time management or research skills.

– Lack of interest in the subject.

– Lack of knowledge or ability to write/research a 
paper.

– Mistakes made in note-taking/research.

– Low self-confidence.

– Laziness or blatant disregard for copyright 
regulations.

– Over-emphasis of grades versus learning.

– Lack of knowledge of what constitutes plagiarism or 
academic integrity.



Motivations/Pressures for Plagiarism

• Other reasons for student plagiarism?
– Other students plagiarize and are not caught.

– Feeling that teachers can‟t or won‟t bother to look for 
sources of plagiarism.

– Educators show lack of academic integrity 
themselves.

– Pressure from family, competition for scholarships or 
jobs.

– The commodification of knowledge and education.

– Culturally based attitudes towards plagiarism 
(Bowden, 1996)



Cheating in the Digital Age

• It‟s incredibly easy to cheat in the “cut-and-
paste” digital age.

• “Paper Mills” and cheating-centred sites offer 
many resources (free and fee-based) for student 
“success”.

• Coastal Carolina University Library has compiled 
over 250 Paper Mill and cheating-centred 
websites.



Other Methods of Cheating

• Translation Software

– There are several language translation services 
available on the web (e.g., BabelFish, 
FreeTranslation.com)

– It is reported that students taking language classes 
have used such site to cheat.

– They have improved immensely.  Early examples of 
translation, Russian to English

• “out of sight, out of mind” -> “invisible idiot” 
(Beekman, 2003)

– Today, the translations are much more accurate.

http://babel.altavista.com/translate.dyn
http://www.freetranslation.com/


Other Methods of Cheating

• Databases and books (print and electronic).

– Many databases carry entire electronic literature 
archives online. (e.g., Gutenberg.org)

– Plagiarism from print books is STILL difficult to 
detect.

http://www.gutenberg.org/


CONCLUSION

Plagiarism is doubtless common and getting

more so (particularly with increased access

to digital sources, including the Internet),

that there are multiple reasons why students

plagiarize and that students often rationalise

their cheating behaviour.



Research is all about peer 

review

1. You need to avoid 

a desk reject

2. You may need to 

revise and 

resubmit

3. You will almost 

certainly need to 

alter your paper



SOLUTION ?

There is a growing need for educational

institutions to develop cohesive

frameworks for dealing with student

plagiarism that are based on

prevention supported by robust

detection and penalty systems that are

transparent and applied consistently.

•We must develop a framework at Glenforest that we agree upon

and is consistent for all students, in all grades, in all courses, in all

departments, and in cooperation with the adminstration



Real-Life Examples 

of Plagiarism  



Plagiarism is an issue in the

academic environment and

beyond. As the following real-life

examples demonstrate, using

information without crediting its

original source can harm your

credibility.

Real-Life Examples of  Plagiarism 



Truth



• “Journal retracts article by Harvard doctor.” 
January 30, 2008

• Lee Simon, M.D. resigns after discovery that greater than 50% of  his 

published paper has been plagiarized from another author’s publication.



Why? How?

• Lapses in 

professionalism in 

medical school and 

residency training can be 

predictive of  future 

disciplinary action by 

state medical boards.



The Harvard Crimson
Ex-Harvard Student, Adam Wheeler, Pleads Not Guilty to 

Charges of Fabricating Academic History

May 2010

Falsified transcripts

Falsified standardized exam scores

Falsified letters of  recommendation

Falsified publications

Plagiarized academic work

$ 45,000 (£ 30,420) grants and awards



Example #2

During the 2008 federal election
campaign, it was revealed that a speech
given by Stephen Harper in 2003 had
been plagiarized from a speech given by
the Australian prime minister.

The colour coded text on the next slide
highlights the dramatic similarity
between the two texts.



Example #2

Australian Prime Minister John Howard said:

“As the possession of weapons of mass destruction spreads, so the danger of 

such weapons coming into the hands of terrorist groups will multiply.

That is the ultimate nightmare which the world must take decisive and 

effective steps to prevent. 

Possession of chemical, biological or nuclear weapons by terrorists would 

constitute a direct, undeniable and lethal threat to Australia and its people.”

Stephen Harper said:

"As the possession of weapons of mass destruction spreads, the danger of 

such weapons coming into the hands of terrorist groups will multiply, 

particularly given in this case the shameless association of Iraq with rogue 

non-state organizations.

That is the ultimate nightmare which the world must take decisive and 

effective steps to prevent. 

Possession of chemical, biological or nuclear weapons by terrorists would 

constitute a direct, undeniable and lethal threat to the world, including to 

Canada and its people."

Harper staffer quits over plagiarized 2003 speech on 

Iraq



Example #3

Accusations of plagiarism also damaged the 
credibility of Stephane Dion’s campaign during 
the same election. 

Dion’s Green Shift plan incorporated the advice 
and knowledge of environmental experts around 
the world. However, his report failed to credit 
one of its most prominent sources, David Suzuki. 

On the next slide, compare Suzuki’s original text 
with Dion’s report.



Example #3

Excerpts from Suzuki’s report:

Across Canada, air pollution causes 

thousands of premature deaths, 

tens of thousands of 

hospitalizations, and hundreds of 

thousands of days absent from work 

and school annually.

The Ontario Medical Association 

(OMA) estimated that there were 

5,800 premature deaths due to air 

pollution in Ontario alone in 2005.

Excerpts from Dion’s Report:

In Canada, air pollution causes 

thousands of premature deaths, 

tens of thousands of 

hospitalizations, and hundreds of 

thousands of days absent from 

work and school annually. The 

Ontario Medical Association 

issued a report in 2005 saying that 

every year 5,800 Ontarians will die 

prematurely because of smog 

related illness...



How do we achieve authenticity 

& prevent plagiarism?

It's all in the design of the assignments!!



There she is!







- TurnItIn Reported the paper to be
100% plagiarized
-Five sites were identified as sources.



- PlagiServ also reported the paper to be
100% plagiarized
-Five sites were identified as sources.



- EVE 2 Reported the paper to be
18% plagiarized
-The software identified 5 websites
from which the paper could have
been taken.



Prevention or detection?  

How would you use Turnitin software?



Getting Started

4 Easy Steps:

1. Create a User Profile

2. Create Classes

3. Create Assignments

4. Submit papers



Turnitin







Problems with Turnitin
 Need to be aware of limitations of Turnitin.
 Its word matching, so some rewriting can overcome 

this, so if students paraphrase and do not reference it 
may not be detected,

 It will pick up correctly referenced quotes.

 Really only works with written assignments, 
does not like significant number of graphs, 
diagrams or calculations. 

 Will not detect a purchased assignment
 Had a few cases where I (we) were sure student   

submitted work which was not their own but could not 
prove.

 Some assignment writing websites offer multiple 
thousand dollar guarantees you wont be caught



Other general problems
 University Policy in regards to plagiarism

 Worked for universities where penalty/policy and 

or record keeping has been at 

○ The department (school level)

○ Faculty level

○ University level

 Issues in regards to students studying across 

departments and faculties

 Personal opinion it needs to be at university level

 Academics imposing informal penalties



Final word

 Works well as a prevention (education tool),

 Have found students having to submit their own 

work improves the quality of the work.

 From a detection point of view think all it does 

it detects the poor or lazy student.

 Is not the be all and end all, is part of an 

overall assessment strategy.

 Assessment design is critical!

 Need backing from uni/faculty/department.



Service Facts

The Service
Turnitin processed over 60 million papers in 2011.

Over 300,000 papers are submitted on a single day in December 2011 

with peak submissions of 500 per minute.

Turnitin records service uptime of 99.9% and average turnaround 

time of 13 seconds per paper.

Turnitin supports 12 languages: English, Chinese (Simplified), 

Chinese (Traditional), Dutch, French, German, Japanese, Korean, 

Portuguese, Spanish, Swedish and Turkish... and will soon 

support Arabic.



Turnitin uses three databases for content matching:

1. Current and archived copy of the publicly accessible Internet 
(more than 20 billion pages indexed)

2. Millions of published works from periodicals, journals, and 
publication  databases.

120+ million articles from 90,000+ journals periodicals & books

3. Millions of student papers previously submitted to Turnitin
since 1996

220+ million archived student papers
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Similarity index
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URL of 
„copied‟ source

documents

Direct link
to source

documents
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A sample Turnitin
Originality Report
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Workshops 

 Browsing turnitin website.

 Familiarization with turnitin services

 Case studies

 Understanding the similarity report 



Getting Started

4 Easy Steps:

1. Create a User Profile

2. Create Classes

3. Create Assignments

4. Submit papers



Service Facts

The Service
Turnitin processed over 60 million papers in 2011.

Over 300,000 papers are submitted on a single day in December 2011 

with peak submissions of 500 per minute.

Turnitin records service uptime of 99.9% and average turnaround 

time of 13 seconds per paper.

Turnitin supports 12 languages: English, Chinese (Simplified), 

Chinese (Traditional), Dutch, French, German, Japanese, Korean, 

Portuguese, Spanish, Swedish and Turkish... and will soon 

support Arabic.



Research Manuscript

D D

Database of ‘fingerprints’

Publications
Custom 

Repository

Digital Fingerprint

Research 

Articles Internet

Similarity 

Report



The Similarity Report



Similarity Report – Match Mode



Turnitin’s Vast Comparison Database

Internet Repository

 Publications Repository

 Custom Repository



Internet Repository

 14 billion pages of web content

 Proprietary Internet crawl

 Copy of Internet comparable to major search engines

 Archived Internet copy back eight years (other search 

technologies concerned only with current content)



Publications Repository

 110 million periodicals and journal articles

 Includes online and offline subscription content:
– Gale InfoTrac One File - http://www.gale.cengage.com/onefile/ (includes over 11,500 titles--periodicals, 

broadcast transcripts, travel guides, magazine, journals, and books)

– Emerald Journals - http://www.emeraldinsight.com/Insight/menuNavigation.do?hdAction=InsightHome

– ABC-CLIO - http://www.abc-clio.com/ history resources; title list is proprietary

– Acumen- research papers

– SAGE Reference - http://www.sagepub.co.uk/reference.nav 160 encyclopedia titles (title list is proprietary)

– PubMed/MedLine http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/, http://www.nlm.nih.gov/databases/journal.html- more 

than 1M abstracts and citations; medical resources 

– Pearson, McGraw-Hill, and Wiley - more than 1850 academic textbooks

– EBSCOhost - nearly 1M content items from a cross-section of databases periodicals, biographies, brochures, 

encyclopedias, magazines, journals and books (title list is proprietary)

 Publications content is unique to Turnitin comparison database

 Turitin has a dedicated content acquisition department to accommodate 

customer needs

http://www.gale.cengage.com/onefile/
http://www.emeraldinsight.com/Insight/menuNavigation.do?hdAction=InsightHome
http://www.abc-clio.com/
http://www.abc-clio.com/
http://www.abc-clio.com/
http://www.sagepub.co.uk/reference.nav
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/


Custom Repository

 Turinitin look to accommodate customer content needs

 Customers can upload preferred content to a blank 

repository for future comparison

 Custom repositories allow for document-to-document(s) 

comparison (a use case growing in popularity)



Methods of Upload

 Single file 

 Zip file

 Drag & Drop 

 Cut & Paste text



Reports

 Similarity Report

 Content Tracking

 Large Matches

 Summary Report
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Workshops 

 Browsing turnitin website.

 Familiarization with turnitin

services

 Case studies

 Understanding the similarity report 



Turnitin uses three databases for content matching:

1. Current and archived copy of the publicly accessible Internet 
(more than 20 billion pages indexed)

2. Millions of published works from periodicals, journals, and 
publication  databases.

120+ million articles from 90,000+ journals periodicals & books

3. Millions of student papers previously submitted to Turnitin
since 1996

220+ million archived student papers







Similarity Index by Source

Instructors can view a breakdown of which repositories a paper was
found to have matches to within the detailed Similarity Index. Users can
view the detailed Similarity Index within the paper information for the
Originality Report.

A percentage is listed next to the name of each target repository. That
percentage represents the total percentage of the paper that was found
to match sources within that repository.
Be aware that there may be overlaps in the matches between

repositories causing the sum of each repository percentage to be greater
than the Overall Similarity Index (which is the total percentage of the
paper found to have matches to any repository minus exclusions) or even
to be greater than 100%.
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